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Editor’s Notes

Waking is an unwelcome affair
when the sleeper is considerably
more than five years old and
Christmas morning is long past.
Mind and body resist, especially
when the light outside is still so grey.
What time is it? Not too late, it isn’t
light enough yet. Within fifteen
minutes, at most, the ancient clock
high in the facade across the street
will chime tinnily at the quarter hour,
or with luck the hour will strike. No
need yet to open the eyes and peer
for the illuminated dial beside the
bed.
A cat nap briefly veils the urgency
but then the body’s own insistent
timing device rouses the dreamer.
Why hasn’t that clock chimed yet?
Oh. Its tin-tin-tin is sounding in
another country. Vacation is over;
the clock is six jet hours away and by
now that day must be between noon
and one o’clock. Below the clock’s
face students will be streaming out
of stone doorways in a motley of blue
jeans, fluttering peasant skirts with
trailing petticoats, khaki drills and
white levis, fringed vests, shawls,
flopping hats, headbands, berets,
open shirts, track shoes, stiletto
heels or wooden clogs. They will
light like migrating birds at the
sidewalk cafe tables along the Place
de la Sorbonne. Deep within the an
tique building that they are fleeing a
red biretta hangs suspended over
the entombed bones of Cardinal
Richelieu, resting in a time that is
oblivious to Catholic or Huguenot, to
day or night.
Whether daylight or dark, around
the globe people are jostling
through airports in crowds that grow
more dense, less amiable, each
season. Bound on pleasure or busi
ness, searching for greener grass or
bigger profits, all are rushing into a
change that may, or may not, be to
their liking. If the distance is great
2/The Woman CPA, July, 1981

the jet lag winds down and the alien
menu starts to taste good, even
delectable, the traveler discovers
As different as day
that there is more than one way to
and night
enjoy life. As a matter of expediency
one emulates the Romans while in
Rome, then soon observes that life
with an Italian accent can be a very
dolce vita.
Dr. Lewis Thomas, the highly ar
ticulate biologist and pathologist,
writes in the July 1981 issue of The
Atlantic Monthly “The greatest of all
the accomplishments of twentieth
the body that is synchronized with century science has been the discov
the circadian rhythm at home must ery of human ignorance.” He is con
struggle to realign itself to a new sidering Earth’s biosphere, at
suntime. The psyche will have to ad mosphere, oceans and soil —
just to people that look subtly natural science rather than the
different and whose menus and science-art that is called account
ing, yet his basic premise is per
manners are puzzling.
“Li Shuang got his first taste of vasive. “It is the admission of ig
Western culture recently: cold oil norance that leads to progress, not
and vinegar soup,” according to the so much because the solving of a
June 5 issue of the Wall Street Jour particular puzzle leads directly to a
nal which told the story of Mr. Li, a new piece of understanding but
37-year-old Peking accountant, and because the puzzle — if it interests
three colleagues from the People’s enough scientists — leads to work.”
That is an apt thought for the year
Republic of China, brought to the
United States by Ernst and Whinney. when the laboring and globally
In return the accounting firm will be aware Financial Accounting Stand
permitted to have a U.S. partner ards Board has had to extend to
1983 the probable timetable for
reside in China.
Long before Mr. Li had a chance replacement of the current standard
to study the vagaries of U.S. on foreign currency translation. As
depreciation systems and price-level domestic accounting problems
accounting he was mystified by a proliferate as well, the profession
self-help elevator, found himself has been made very aware of its
locked inside an automobile, and ignorance of how to best prepare
discovered that people in the U.S. financial reports.
Come September, thousands of
cheer for baseball players more than
for the President. The oil and vinegar schoolchildren will be asked to write
soup? That happened even before about “How I Spent My Summer
the plane landed in the States when Vacation.” The assumption is that
the airborne meal tray included a vacation brings some novelty, yet
glass of cold water and a small youngsters must face uncertainty
packet of salad dressing. Mr. Li and shifting horizons every day.
assumed the oil and vinegar They are travelers through the
package was a soup mix (Americans unknown. On the other hand, change
do things like that so often) and seems inimical to the ordered and
poured it into the water and drank it precise ideology of accounting.
Suppose that mature accountants
all.
Changing the scenario can be were asked to report on “How I
downright uncomfortable and Spent My Career.” In spite of all the
tiresome. Jet lag makes for drowsi discomforts, most would agree that
ness at midday, and exasperating the necessity to change, to adjust, to
sleeplessness in the middle of the grow in understanding and skill,
night. Breakfast coffee is too black, was what made the commitment to
too sweet, too scant for most Ameri accounting a lifelong adventure.
cans. Nobody seems to understand
the most carefully enunciated ques
tions and it is embarrassing to have
to look intently at each coin to figure
out how much it is worth. But after

Let’s Take Another
Look at VAT

An Alternative Revenue Source

By Caroline D. Strobel

Talk of budget cuts and tax cuts
entices the voters. The Reagan ad
ministration, like others before it,
needs increased revenues to fund
the social security system. Payroll
taxes, the current source for social
security payout, have become
progressively more confiscatory, so
influential lawmakers again are ex
pressing interest in a value-added
tax (VAT) in the United States as a
substitute form of funding. This
movement has been led by Senator
Russell B. Long and Representative
Al Ullman. Interest in this new form
of taxation stems from the fact that
there are no excess funds available
to use from our general revenues.
The alternatives, an increase in cur
rent income tax rates or the present
federal deficit, are politically un
popular. Many low to medium in
come individuals currently pay more
taxes in the form of social security
tax than they do in income taxes.
Scheduled increases in both the
rates and wage base of social
security will bring continued resist
ance from the average American

taxpayer. VAT is discussed as a
possible alternative for the current
system of payroll taxes and as a
means of allowing reduction in in
come tax rates.

Evolution of VAT as a
Revenue Source
For a number of years VAT has
been considered as an alternative
source of revenue for the Federal
government. VAT dates back to
1917, when it was first introduced in
embryonic form in France. In 1967,
the European Economic Community
(EEC) issued two directives requir
ing member countries to implement
a VAT system by 1971. The purpose
was to harmonize the various tax
systems of the member countries to
facilitate the flow of exports and im
ports. Countries outside the original
EEC followed with their own VAT
system in anticipation of a merger
with the EEC and the eventual eco
nomic integration of Western
Europe. Today most countries in
Europe and South America have
adopted VAT. Recently Prime Minis

ter Margaret Thatcher proposed a
significant increase in VAT rates
while at the same time reducing in
come tax rates in order to stimulate
the faltering British economy.
In 1970 a Presidential Task Force
on Business Taxation considered
the possibility of adopting a VAT
system as a substitute, in whole or in
part, for one of the existing Federal
taxes. The Task Force rejected the
substitution of a VAT at that time, but
concluded that “should the need
ever arise for substantial additional
federal revenues, the government
should turn to the value-added tax or
to some other form of indirect taxa
tion rather than to an increase in
rates of the corporate or personal in
come tax.” In February, 1972, Presi
dent Nixon expressed an interest in
substituting a VAT for state and
local real estate taxes used for the
support of schools. At that time there
was considerable discussion about
the merits of a VAT as an alternative
form of taxation at the federal level.
Discussion was generally limited to
a comparison between VAT and the
current corporate income tax as far
as their relative economic impact
was concerned. More recently,
former Treasury Secretary William
Simon recommended the imposition
of a tax on consumption as a means
of complete tax reform in his report
entitled “Blueprints for Basic Tax
Reform. ” 1

The Imposition of a VAT
VAT is a tax on consumption. It is
levied on the value added to goods
and services at each step of the pro
duction-distribution chain. The tax is
indirect in that it is passed on to the
consumer in the form of higher
prices on the goods ultimately
purchased.
There are three different methods
for calculating and collecting a VAT:
the addition method, the subtraction
method, and the invoice or voucher
method.
The examples that follow on the
next page illustrate application of
each of the VAT methods: addition,
subtraction, and voucher.
The “addition” method adds
together payments made for the pro
duction services it used, payroll and
profit, on which a VAT has not been
levied, and subtracts changes in in
ventories and capital outlays.
The Woman CPA, July, 1981/3

Payroll taxes are regressive.

Example: Addition Method
Wages
$140
Rent
30
Interest
10
Net profit
40
Total factor outlays
and net profit
$220
Deduct:
Increase in inventory
5
Capital purchase
2
__ 7
Base to levy VAT
$213
VAT at 5% rate
$10.65
Under the addition method, it is ap
parent that payers and recipients of
factor payments could be inclined to
understate the amount paid and
received. Both would benefit from
understatement in the case where
both an income tax and VAT are
levied. This administrative problem
is not present in either the subtrac
tion or invoice method of collection.
The “subtraction” method levies
the tax on the difference between a
firm’s total sales and the value of its
purchases including capital outlays
in the same time period.
Example: Subtraction Method
Sales
$300
Deduct
Purchased goods
85
Capital Goods
2
$ 87
Base to levy VAT
$213
Vat at 5% rate
$10.65
For either the addition or subtrac
tion method, all the information
needed to compute the tax is already
contained in the current federal in
come tax returns. There would not
4/The Woman CPA, July, 1981

be any additional record keeping
required. It might be desirable,
however, to require filing on a much
more simplified form to facilitate an
orderly collection of the tax if either
the addition or subtraction method is
adopted.
The “invoice” method imposes a
value-added tax separately on each
sale. The tax due would be the valueadded tax levied on total sales less a
credit for the value-added tax that
had been levied on purchases.

used as a substitute in whole or in
part for income taxes, it would
stimulate savings and capital forma
tion throughout the economy.

Our system of payroll taxes is
regressive, taxing most heavily
workers in low to middle income
brackets. Social security is currently
funded by levying a flat rate of 6.65
percent on the first $29,700 of wages
earned by each employee. This
amount, withheld from the
employee’s paycheck, is matched by
the employer and remitted to the
Sales
$300
Federal government. Social security
VAT at 5% rate
15
is
also levied on self-employed in
Less VAT
dividuals
when they file their Federal
paid on purchases
4.35
VAT payable
$ 10.65 income tax return. VAT, viewed from
the perspective of the wage earner,
The invoice method seems to be would be slightly less regressive
the one most likely to be adopted in than social security because all con
the United States. It has been widely sumption would be taxed equally,
accepted in Europe and has worked not just the earnings of low and mid
successfully there. The major advan dle-income individuals.
tage of this method is that it is self
VAT is levied on consumption
enforcing. If the value-added tax is which is a more stable revenue base
not levied at some stage in the pro than income or payrolls. Therefore,
duction-distribution process, it federal revenues could be predicted
would eventually be levied at and budgets developed with a
another state. Only failure to levy greater degree of certainty. A newly
VAT at the final retail stage would imposed VAT would undoubtedly
cause a permanent loss in tax result in higher prices by the amount
revenues. In determining individual of the VAT levied, but at the same
liability for payment of VAT, proof of time reduced social security levies
VAT on purchases as well as VAT would provide more disposable in
added to invoices would have to be come for taxpayers.
available. New audit techniques
VAT could be used more effec
could be developed to assure a high
tively
as a tool of fiscal policy than
level of compliance. Monthly report
either
the income tax or social
ing, similar to that currently in exist
security
taxes. A temporary increase
ence for state sales taxes would
or
decrease
in VAT rates would pro
facilitate reporting and payment by
vide
a
strong
incentive to either
small firms and assure a steady flow
postpone
purchases
to avoid the
of revenue from VAT for the federal
higher tax rate or speed up
government.
purchases to take advantage of the
lower tax rate. Thus VAT would be a
The Economic Impact of VAT
VAT is a neutral tax because good tool of discretionary stabiliza
ideally it would apply equal rates to tion policy. Changes in rates would
all goods and services. It would not be reflected immediately in changes
distort decisions on the way con in consumer prices, thus stimulating
sumers spend their income or the or dampening the economy.
way goods and services are pro
VAT would provide an incentive
duced. The corporate income tax is for cost control. By cutting costs,
not neutral in that it penalizes equity prices can be lowered while still
forms of investment through double maintaining the same profit margin.
taxation of earnings and dividends. Since VAT is levied on selling price,
Interest earned on savings is also total price, including VAT, would be
taxed under our current system of more competitive. Similarly, reduced
taxation, which results in a disincen income taxes provide an incentive
tive against savings. VAT would be for cost control, but they take away
neutral between debt and equity as a 46 percent of any savings effected,
means of financing as it affects all thus there is less incentive to control
transactions equally. If VAT were costs. VAT, combined with a reduc

tion in income tax rates, would pro
vide an even greater incentive for
cost reduction than a reduction in
corporate rates along.
A consumption type VAT would be
more favorable to savings than the
income tax or the payroll tax. Capital
and labor would be treated equally
under VAT. The income tax leaves
two alternatives; pay the tax or in
vest in a tax shelter scheme, which
often will be unsound economically.
VAT is levied only on consumption
providing an incentive to invest and
save to avoid the tax. The increased
incentive to save would encourage
capital formation and put a damper
on inflation by helping to remove
some of the excess demand from the
economy. Increased capital forma
tion will raise real GNP, increase the
number of jobs available, and raise
productivity.
For the population as a whole,
VAT would be more regressive than
a payroll tax principally because of
consumption by low income in
dividuals, such as welfare recipients
and the aged, who are not heavily
taxed by the payroll tax. Thus these
groups would be more heavily taxed
than the young and middle aged who
are typically the wage earners. This
regressivity can be adjusted for
through changes in the level of
welfare-type transfer payments in
cluding social security. Additional
reductions in the regressivity of this
tax can be made by removing certain
classes of products, such as food
and drugs from the tax base.
There is a potential for greatly in
creased revenues with a tax based
on consumption. It is currently esti
mated that, with a broad-based VAT,
for each 1 percent rise in the rate of
tax, an additional $10 to $14 billion
would be realized in revenues. As
real growth and inflation continue
the base would increase, thus giving
rise to additional increases in
revenues. It would be possible not
only to provide adequate funding for
social security and other govern
mental transfer payments, but also to
allow selective reduction in collec
tions from corporate and individual
income taxes, possibly as part of a
broader tax reform measure to pro
mote capital formation.
Under proper conditions, a VAT
may promote United States exports
to other countries and help alleviate

the current imbalance in our interna
tional trade. To accomplish this, VAT
must replace some other general
tax. The income tax or payroll tax
would be examples of general taxes.
If the savings affected by reducing or
eliminating these taxes were passed
on to consumers in lower prices,
American exporters could compete
more effectively in international
markets. VAT would not be levied on
exports, but would be rebated to ex
porters on items shipped out of the
country. However, when goods or
services are imported into the United
States, a VAT would be levied at the
applicable rate. This would place im
ports and domestic production on an
equal footing, and should stimulate
purchase of domestic goods.

Base and Rate
Considerations
As previously stated, a broad
based VAT would bring in approx
imately $10 - $14 billion in revenues
for each 1 percent rise in the rate
levied on sales. A comparatively low
rate of 5 percent would produce
revenues of approximately $60 - $75
billion or approximately 15 percent
of the total revenues collected by the
United States Treasury in 1978. A
VAT rate of between 10-12 percent
would allow payroll taxes to be
eliminated completely under current
funding requirements. This rate,
however, might have to be increased
in subsequent years to meet in
creased social security outlays. A
VAT rate of 20 percent would pro
duce sufficient revenue to replace
existing income taxes in 1978. It can
be seen that a broad-based VAT is
an excellent means of raising large
amounts of revenue at relatively low
rates.
Europe has developed a consump
tion tax system which provides both
variable rates and exemptions from
the base. This is due in large part to
the fact that VAT developed out of
the multi-stage turnover taxes that
were in effect after the Second World
War in most European countries.
Typically, governmental and charit
able activities, interest, insurance,
and real estate rentals are exempt
from VAT because of inherent ad
ministrative problems with collection
and enforcement. Some countries
exempt such necessities as food and
drugs. To achieve these exemptions
a “zero rate” is provided so that a

VAT provides an incentive to
save, and invest, to avoid the
tax.

food retailer, for example, can apply
for a rebate of VAT paid from sup
pliers and pass the savings on to
consumers in the form of lower
prices.
If a VAT is adopted in the United
States, decisions will have to be
made concerning both the base and
rate to be used. The broader the
base, the lower the rate required to
raise a given amount of revenue.
When certain items are excluded
from the base VAT loses some of its
neutrality. On the other hand, ex
empting food and drugs from VAT
will reduce the regressivity of the tax
because low income individuals
spend a high proportion of their total
income on these items.
Efforts may be made to exclude
small business on the grounds that
they need some sort of governmental
aid in competing with big business,
such as the currently reduced cor
porate tax rates on income under
$100,000. It may also be claimed that
the tax will be administratively bur
densome and difficult to enforce with
small shopkeepers and business
men. Arguments will be heard to ex
clude interest, banking transactions,
insurance and other items from the
base by giving them a zero rate.
There seems little justification for
this. Adequate records are already
kept by businesses to enable them to
determine the amount of VAT due.
Currently, even small retail busi
nesses must keep records to deter
mine their state sales tax liability.
Pressure from special interest
groups such as housing or in
surance would probably be felt on
The Woman CPA, July, 1981/5

ministrative ease and neutrality, a
single low rate applied on a broad
base would be most desirable.

VAT and Inflation

The broader the base, the
greater the neutrality of VAT.

Congress to exempt from VAT cer
tain segments of the economy.
These efforts should be resisted so
that economic distortions don’t arise
out of imposition of this new tax. The
broader the base, the greater the
neutrality of this form of taxation.
One criticism that has been
leveled against VAT is that it is a hid
den tax. In some countries VAT is in
cluded in the sales price and not
quoted separately. Efforts should be
made to insure that VAT is stated
separately on sales invoices. The in
voice method of collecting the tax
would help assure this. Clearly, it is
preferable for individuals to be
aware of the amount of taxes they
are paying the government.
European countries provided a
range of rates that are levied on
various consumption items. In order
for differential rates to be effective
they must be levied at the final stage
in the production-distribution chain.
Otherwise, the effect is merely to
shift the incidence of the taxing
process. Again, in the interest of ad

6/The Woman CPA, July, 1981

It is generally accepted that VAT
will increase the cost of living
directly. However, to the extent that
other taxes are reduced or elimi
nated, and these cost savings are
passed on in the form of lower
prices, the effect should be neutral.
Obviously, there will be some in
crease in the cost of living if VAT is
enacted into law. The extent of the
increase will depend upon the
amount of tax reductions as well as
the extent to which these reductions
are passed on to the consumer. In
creasingly, wages are being tied to
cost of living agreements. (COLA). It
seems likely that imposition of VAT
would initiate a round of wage in
creases due to COLA clauses in
labor contracts. The extent of this
effect is not clear but there would be
added impetus given to the rising
spiral of wages and prices.

and continued dialogue on this
means of raising large amounts of
revenue will be useful. A broad
based, low-rate VAT as a replace
ment for social security and/or lower
income tax rates deserves serious
consideration. Ω
NOTES
1Department of Treasury, Government
Printing Office (1/17/77), p. 9-12.

Summary
There is increasing interest in the
adoption of a VAT by the United
States, particularly as a substitute in
whole or in part for current Federal
payroll taxes. A broad-based VAT
would provide significant revenues
for the Federal government at rela
tively low rates. VAT is an econom
ically neutral tax which is passed on
to the consumer in the form of higher
prices. It is administratively efficient
to collect and has the advantage of
being self-assessing. Clearly VAT, if
enacted, will increase the cost of liv
ing. The extent of this increase is not
clear because there will be some
cost savings by the reduction in ex
isting taxes that it is replacing. In the
author’s opinion, the advantages of
VAT far outweigh the disadvantages

Caroline D. Strobel, CMA, CPA,
PH.D. is an Associate Professor of
Accounting at the University of
South Carolina. She is a member of
ASWA, AWSCPA, NAA and other
professional organizations. She has
published articles in a number of
professional journals.

Requisite Attributes
of The Government
Accountant
More Than Accounting Expertise

By Philip M. J. Reckers and
A. J. Stagliano

As part of a wide-ranging study of
government sector job charac
teristics, the U.S. Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) has recently
developed a list of essential at
tributes for accountants. This com
pilation of knowledge, skills,
abilities, and other characteristics
should prove to be invaluable to all
of those who deal with either young
accountants and auditors in a pro
fessional setting or accounting stu
dents in the classroom. The OPM
program encompassed a five year
job analysis of the governmental accountant/auditor clauses of occupa
tion. A major portion of that analysis
was concerned with creating a
profile of the accounting and audit
ing functions. This paper reports on
the development of that profile and
describes those attributes that were
found to be most important for per
sonnel in these types of positions.

OPM Job Analysis
Prior studies of accountants’ jobs
tend to have dealt with such areas as
turnover [Fetyko, 1972], satisfaction
[Strawser, Ivancevich, and Lyon;
1969], and attitudes towards work
[Kenis, 1979]. The OPM job invento
ry, though, was conceived to be a
more skill-related analysis.

One of the specific objectives of
the OPM study was to provide a “na
tionwide analysis of the first three
levels of the accountant/auditor oc
cupation as they presently exist’’
[Buck, 1979, p. 1]. To keep the
project manageable, plans were in
stituted to enlist the participation of
subject-matter experts (SMEs) on
accounting and auditing from state
and local jurisdictions throughout
the United States. It was expected
that these individuals would be
representative of the variety of
governmental entities employing ac
countant/auditor personnel [Buck,
1979, p.3]. Factors considered rele
vant in selecting participants in
cluded size, geographical location,
urban versus rural nature, and type
of government unit. Cooperation
was received from individuals in 18
states.1
The complete data gathering
process was conducted through the
mail;2 the study was structured into
two distinct stages. An initial group
of participants was provided with
materials in solicitation of a listing of
the tasks performed by accountants
and auditors. Additionally, the re
spondents were asked to expan
sively delineate the knowledge,
skills, abilities, and other charac

teristics (KSAOs) of accountants and
auditors who are engaged in public
sector jobs.
In the first stage of the study, 145
SMEs, all of whom were state or
local governmental accountants or
auditors, developed comprehensive
listings of tasks and relevant KSAOs.
The subjects responded to a
basically open-ended questionnaire.
Specifically, these individuals were
asked to pick a “typical’’ workday
and recall:
(a)
what tasks were performed;
(b) what tasks co-workers per
formed;
(c) what tasks supervisors asked
them to complete;
(d) what tasks the professional
level workers supervised by
the participating SME per
formed during the day.
The objective of this listing pro
cedure was to elicit the broadest
possible range of specific functions
performed by an accountant or audi
tor in the government’s employ.
To develop the KSAO attribute list,
these first stage participants also
responded to the following three
questions:
(a) What underlying knowledge,
skills, and abilities did you or
your co-workers employ in per
forming the job tasks?
(b) What knowledge, skills, and
abilities are required to be a
competent accountant?
(c) What knowledge, skills, and
abilities does the competent
worker have that the unac
ceptable worker does not
possess?
The subjects were then instructed
to set aside both lists (i.e., tasks and
KSAO) and to closely monitor their
activities over the subsequent three
days. The lists were then to be
reviewed to see if additional items
that should have been included had
come to light. The end product of
this exercise was an extensive list
ing of 363 accountant/auditor tasks
and a KSAO listing consisting of 149
items.
The second stage of the survey
portion of the OPM lists (512 total
items) by a separate group of sub
ject-matter experts. As had been
planned, the 99 SMEs who partici
pated in validating the accountant’s
job inventory possessed widely vary
ing characteristics. The mean age of
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The SMEs judgments on the job
characteristics lists were made with
a number of different evaluative cri
teria as bases. For example, tasks
were judged on criticality, difficulty,
importance, and five other attributes;
KSAOs were likewise evaluated on
nine separate dimensions. In each
case, a five point rating scale was
used by the respondents for quan
tification of their opinions. The major
results of the analysis of these data
are discussed below.

Attributes rated as most
important are not technical
accounting skills.

Tasks Performed by
Accountants

the 81 men and 18 women was 40;
the range of ages was from 24 to 63.
On the average, the subjects earned
$15,760 (in 1976); the approximate
income range was $10,000 to
$30,000. The average respondent
had served in an accountant/auditor
role for 9.3 years, and in his or her
current position for about three
years. Seventy-six percent of the re
sponding SMEs held bachelors
degrees, while seven percent had
earned advanced degrees. A num
ber of the respondents included in
the survey held some sort of super
visory position.

The 363 tasks developed from the
first stage of the research study were
catalogued into several general
functional areas, with specific sub
classifications, as follows:
General Functions
Personnel and Supervisory
Functions
Accounting Operations
Administration and
Coordination
Maintaining Internal Controls
General Accounting Functions
Establishing Procedures
Revenue and Receipts
Expenditures
Assets and Liabilities
Financial Reporting

Budgeting
Audit Activities
Area of Work
General Office Functions
Revenue and Receipts
Expenditures and
Disbursements
Assets and Liabilities
Data Processing
Table 1 shows, on an overall
basis, the ten most time-consuming
functions for a governmental ac
countant (i.e., those activities which
occupy the accountant/auditor
most) and the functional classifica
tions of those tasks. It should be
noted that on the average only five
percent of the respondents per
formed each of these job functions.
As can be seen, time spent on the job
falls heavily in the areas of account
ing and auditing for revenue and
receipts and the preparation of
financial reports.
Table 2 presents the tasks judged
to be most critical to the fiscal opera
tions of a government unit. Again,
accounting and auditing for revenue
and receipts are ranked quite highly.
These critical tasks also appear to
be rather challenging and, with a
few exceptions, not at all routine or
completely procedural in nature. The
listing might well serve educators

TABLE 1

The Most Time-Consuming Tasks Performed By Government Accountants
General
Functional Type

Specific
Functional Type

Specific Task Performed

1

Accounting
Operations

Financial
Reporting

Preparation of the ratio of annual debt service expenditures for
general bonded debt to total general expenditures

2

Audit
Activities

Revenue and
Receipts

Audit of tax returns (computation, compliance with laws, etc.)

3

Accounting
Operations

Establishing
Procedures

Establish or prepare workpapers to determine procedures for
issuance of grants, loans, and subsidies

4

Accounting
Operations

Revenue and
Receipts

Record the receipt of sales taxes and sales tax returns

5

Accounting
Operations

Revenue and
Receipts

Record the issuance and sale of notes payable, tax anticipation
notes, script or registered warrants

6

Accounting
Operations

Revenue and
Receipts

Make a record of adjustments, cancellations and remissions of
taxes

7

Accounting
Operations

Revenue and
Receipts

Record court fines and fees, traffic violations, etc., due or
collected

8

Accounting
Operations

Financial
Reporting

Prepare the combined schedule of taxes receivable by fund

9

Accounting

Financial

Prepare a computation of direct and overlapping debt

Rank
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and government units across the
country in redirecting their future
training efforts. It appears that, at
least for the SMEs who evaluated the
tasks, stereotypical bookkeeping
problems are not so very critical to
financial operations as is usually
assumed.

TABLE 2

Ten Most Important Accounting And Auditing Tasks
Specific Task

Functional Area

Budgeting

Establish overall funding priorities

Requisite Knowledge, Skills,
and Abilities

Revenue and Receipts
Accounting

Maintain tax records on current property
valuations

An essential portion of the OPM
job analysis was the development of
a detailed profile of practicing
governmental accountants and au
ditors. The subject-matter experts
provided their weighted opinions
about each of the 149 items on the
KSAO list. Table 3 shows the
respondents’ ranking of knowledge,
skill, and ability attributes that are
most important to performance of
the functions of governmental ac
counting. In judging the charac
teristics which are especially impor
tant when recruiting and selecting
employees, the SMEs’ aggregate top
ten items included eight of the same
ones shown in the Table 3 perform
ance ranking. This correspondence
is to be expected and adds cred
ibility to the total validity of the
survey data.
The majority of the attributes rated
as most important are not technical
accounting skills. Personal traits
such as honesty, integrity, and trust
worthiness are deemed to be more
essential than, for example, the
ability to prepare financial reports.
Accuracy and completeness in work
assignments are clearly of prime im
portance to government account
ants and auditors. Finally, the com
municative and adaptability (i.e.,
“learning”) attributes are rated high
ly. Obviously, accountants have
been well distinguished from book
keepers in the survey profiling.
The KSAO rankings noted here
should be placed in the further con
text of another overall objective that
the Office of Personnel Management
had in conducting their survey. By
linking the tasks performed in the
job setting with the KSAO listings,
OPM expects to develop content
valid examination materials that will
be useful for hiring and evaluating
government accountants and audi
tors [Buck, 1979, pp. 24-25]. Given
the priority rankings provided by the
subject-matter experts on
knowledge, skills, and abilities, any

Revenue and Receipts
Accounting

Record court fines and fees, traffic
violations etc., due or collected

Revenue and Receipts
Accounting

Dispose properly of balances in special
funds

Establish Accounting
Procedures

Establish or prepare work-papers to
determine risk management or insurance
policy coverage

Establish Accounting
Procedures

Establish or prepare work-papers to
develop purchasing policies and
procedures

Expenditure and
Disbursement Auditing

Determine if appropriate accounts are
properly encumbered for purchase orders
and that payments to vendors were
recorded

Asset and Liability
Auditing

Determine if investments were properly
handled

Revenue and Receipts
Auditing

Audit tax returns

Revenue and Receipts
Auditing

Determine that grants and subsidies are
being used correctly and for authorized
purposes only

TABLE 3

Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities Needed By Accountants
Knowledge of accounting principles, concepts, and terminology
Knowledge of accounting procedures
Honesty, integrity, trustworthiness
Ability to work assignments through to completion

Ability to work accurately
Ability to see that prescribed auditing and accounting procedures are
followed during audit and in report preparation
Ability to understand oral communications

Ability to learn
Ability to comprehend written material
Ability to prepare reports and statements
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Creative and thought
provoking work situations are
deemed to be critical to the
accounting function.

requisite for the competent account
ant, OPM survey participants
generally rank inherent traits and
certain “intangibiles” higher than
specific technical skills. The profile
of the government accountant or au
ditor, then, is one of a well-rounded
individual who has an extensive
(rather than intensive) view of his or
her work. The attributes delineated
in this research can now be used by
professionals and academicians in
revising selection, education, and
evaluation programs.
NOTES

technique-based test will only par
tially access all the areas of interest.
It would be well to note that objec
tive-type, time-restricted placement
or evaluation examinations can only
indirectly measure many of the at
tributes deemed to be essential in a
government accountant or auditor.

Conclusion
A recent survey conducted by the
U.S. Office of Personnel Manage
ment provides a large amount of new
data on the accountant and the ac
countant’s job in the public sector.
An interesting conclusion from this
field study of state and local
employees is that the more important
tasks performed by accountants and
auditors relate to nonroutine ac
tivities. Furthermore, creative and
thought-provoking work situations
are deemed to be more critical to the
operation of the accounting function
and to its optimal contribution.
In detailing those areas of
knowledge, skill, and ability that are
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1 Subject-matter experts from the following
states participated in the study: Alabama,
California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida,
Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachu
setts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Texas and
Wisconsin.
2According to Buck [p. ii], the study was to
provide an operational task of a new
methodological model for basic development
of occupational examination materials. The
primary thrust of this new model was the
process of mail validation of the contents of
these tests.
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previous time budget to actual hours
should be made and explanations
for variations obtained. The
workpapers may have a “Planning
for Next Year’s Audit” or a “PostAudit Critique” section. The senior
will review these notes and examine
the current year’s correspondence
file. Clues may emerge as to
changes in the systems, unusual
transactions, or new facilities, all of
which will affect the audit plans.
Although the manager and partner
on the job should document informa
tion they glean from periodic con
tacts with the clients, that step is not
always done. Therefore, the senior
should check with superiors about
recent transactions or changes
before starting the audit plan.
Once the preliminary steps are
performed, the senior can determine
actual work to be performed. The
audit program should be developed
or edited at this point. With the audit
program and last year’s time budget
as references, the senior is ready to
establish the current year’s time
guidelines. The manager and senior
may then jointly review the budget,
about losing the client to a firm with making any agreed on changes, and
a lower fee structure, or, in the case scheduling the staff for the job.
The planning stage is not yet
of a closely held company, of the
client deciding the benefits of an finished. Most clients provide “PBC”
(prepared by client) schedules. A
audit do not justify the cost.
complete
list of documents to be
Can anything be done to reduce
developed
for the audit should be
the total cost of the audit? A definite
made
up.
Dates
the firm needs the in
YES is the answer. The CPA firm can
formation
should
be noted. Since the
actively work on cutting expenses,
senior
is
presumably
familiar with
and clients themselves can make
the
client
’
s
operations
and person
changes to reduce costs.
nel, the client’s employee most
suited to prepare the particular
The CPA’s Role In Cutting
schedule should also be designated.
Costs
Plan the audit: The most effective In order to assure that the client un
method for the auditor to cut audit derstands what information is
costs is to plan the job carefully and needed on the PBCs, the safest pro
well in advance of field work. cedure is for the senior to design
Schedule senior planning time — suggested formats and provide the
too often, only the audit itself is en client with copies.
Armed with the list of schedules
tered on the work schedule. Because
the senior is preoccupied with other complete with dates needed by and
duties, planning is left for overtime suggested formats, the senior and
work or simply not performed. manager now meet with key client
Assigning the planning to the man personnel. The PBC schedules and
ager will not solve the problem. The other plans for the audit should be
senior is responsible for the audit discussed in detail. Any changes
and all the accompanying opera from previous years’ work must be
tions; that person should be the one stressed in order to avoid problems
to perform the critical preparatory and misunderstanding once the fis
cal year has ended and the pressure
steps in the audit process.
The senior should begin planning is on.
The time budget, audit program,
by examining the prior year’s
workpapers. A comparison of the PBC listing, and the meeting with the

Helping The Client To
Reduce Audit Costs

Step By Step Efficiencies

By Janet L. Leichti

Who has not heard clients com
plain about the high cost of the
audit? The auditor is lucky in that the
companies served usually limit
themselves to discussing the fee
they pay the CPA firm. A myriad of
other expenses accompany an audit:
executive and clerical time, com
puter charges, internal auditors’
time, the fees for lawyers’ letters, the
cost of confirmations, correspon
dence with insurance companies,
postage, and xeroxing are a few
examples. If clients annually calcu
lated the “real” cost of the audit,
there surely would be louder calls
for fee stability or even for cuts in the
price.
When called upon to explain high
and rising audit costs, CPAs defend
themselves by explaining that
government regulations and laws re
quire more reports, that the FASB
maintains a strenuous pace issuing
statements, that peer reviews and
liability insurance increases have
added to audit expenses, and that
the industry is labor intensive. When
issues external to the audit client are
combined with the possibility of a
growing business, new accounting
procedures, or computer facilities, it
is amazing that fees are not more ex
orbitant. Still, the audit firm worries
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ing only the largest locations and
those with accounting problems.
Keep a detailed record of plants
visited and rotate locations in future
periods. If the audit firm has an office
closer to the client’s facilities, it is
Advance planning plus good
logical and efficient for that branch
two-way communication
to perform the required services.
benefits both auditor and
Even if an affiliate is not near the
client.
outlying site, it may be feasible to
ask another accounting firm to work
that location. Transportation, lodg
ing, and meal expenses are saved
but problems of coordination and
equal quality control standards, par
ticularly in foreign markets, could be
client are simply initial steps in the added. Cautious pondering of alter
never ending planning process. If natives is important here.
these steps are completed carefully,
To supplement the examination of
the audit will run smoothly and effi
ciently, helping to reduce audit other locations by the CPA firm(s)
the workpapers should include inter
costs.
nal auditors’ reports of facilities
Audit procedures: The audit pro
visited. Consult with the internal
cedures employed on any particular audit department at the end of each
audit depend of course on the indus audit to determine the locations it
try the firm is in, local conditions, plans to visit in the upcoming
aspects of the company itself, and months. If possible, work out a
the public accounting firm’s judg schedule that results in no duplica
ment. Still, a few generalities about tion of effort. Thus, before meeting
procedures aimed at cutting ex with the client, determine which of
penses may be suggested.
fices the audit firm must examine.
First, accounting is not an exact The remaining offices, or at least a
science. Nobody really knows if the representative number of the other
income figure is “right” or “wrong.” locations, can be examined by the
It can be determined, though, if the internal audit department. The audi
amount is reasonable. In developing tors will then want to review their
a reasonableness criterion the ac workpapers to understand the scope
countant should stress analytical of the work performed and determine
reviews and tests of internal control. if any areas should be examined
Examining many account balances further.
in detail takes up valuable and ex
Finally, overtime can be saved if
pensive time. Further, the knowledge
as much of the audit is completed
reaped from such an in-depth
prior to year end as possible. The
analysis is most likely not worth the
typical industry practice is to pay
expense.
staff the straight time rate for extra
Next, there should be exploration hours. Therefore, there may be some
of new areas where the computer question as to how moving work to
can be utilized. After audit programs an interim period will save dollars.
are developed, computer auditing is The answer lies in the efficiency
less expensive than manual footing concept. As the weeks and months of
and ticking. Assuming the firm has long hours drag on, morale droops
EDP expertise, it is possible to plan and efficiency plummets. Unhappy
and control EDP applications people perform with lower pro
carefully. Once computer reports are ductivity rates. In addition, when
obtained, they should be reviewed, CPAs work extra time, the client’s
tested, and included as an integral personnel often must stay to assist. If
part of the audit workpapers.
they get overtime wages the total
Outlying locations comprise a audit cost to the client goes up. By
third area susceptible to cost cutting moving audit work to a less hectic
ideas. There should be careful time of the year, much can be ac
evaluation of the materiality of complished in maintaining a
operations and potential for errors at satisfied, productive staff and keep
the client’s facilities in other parts of ing the audit expenses as low as
the country or world. Consider visit possible.
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Certain audit procedures for any
client simply cannot be reduced,
eliminated, performed by others, or
performed at an interim date. Also,
certain accounts or transactions
must be examined in detail and can
not be reviewed for reasonableness
only. Still, by evaluating the audit re
quirements and client’s business, it
is often possible to cut audit costs by
changing some audit procedures.
Staffing the job: Every senior
wants quality CPAs on the audit. The
job runs smoother, with less on-thejob training. Scheduling repeat per
sonnel is advantageous, as the
senior is not required to spend
valuable time explaining the client’s
systems. Not all aspects of a client
are peculiar only to one company,
however. For example, the sales cy
cles of different types of retail outlets
may be similar. Therefore a lower
level, and thus cheaper, person ac
quainted with testing sales in
another retail store can be
scheduled. Utilizing the lowest level
of staff possible saves the client
money, and also helps to develop
junior staff people.
Parts of many audits involve
verifying mathematical accuracy. If
a computer cannot effectively be
utilized to perform footings and
recalculations, consider hiring tem
poraries for these functions. The
client can take care of requesting
the help, and the audit senior will
supervise the work. Another alterna
tive, particularly feasible during ac
counting firms’ off-seasons, is to
have the audit firm’s clerical
employees go into the field for a
short period, and then bill the client
for their services.
The primary goal of staffing a job
is to schedule quality personnel.
When assessing quality, however, it
is sensible to compare capabilities
to the work to be performed.
Internal control: Most likely, the
audit firm issues a management let
ter containing internal control sug
gestions at the conclusion of the
audit. If the document is not pre
pared, the firm is missing an oppor
tunity for possible future non-audit
business in the form of implementa
tion of suggestions. Timing is cru
cial. Issuing the management letter
two months after the audit report
goes out allows the clients to forget
the problems which arose during the
field work due to lack of adequate

controls. Also, the new fiscal year is
well under way. Even if the company
alters procedures soon, the auditor
will have to apply extended tests to
transactions occurring before the
changes. Clients will be more
favorably inclined to design and use
better controls if it is pointed out how
the changes will save the entity
money, both in the audit fee and in
daily activities.
Relations with the clients: How
can relations with the clients affect
the cost of the audit? Everyone
recalls assignments where key peo
ple fail to inform the auditor of all the
relevant details of a transaction,
where they leave the CPA with a feel
ing of definite uncertainty as to
whether all the facts are available, or
where they refer the auditor to unin
formed employees. When the client
has a reputation for such behavior,
the time the auditor must spend
“running around” is built into the
time budget and quoted audit fee.
Therefore, the accounting firm
should tactfully point out to the client
that a friendly, cooperative client can
ultimately reduce audit costs.
There should be a plan for ques
tions and information gathering that
will interrupt employees’ work as lit
tle as possible. The audit staff are
their guests, and all regular work
must be completed as usual. Also, as
employees tire of questions, less
cooperation will be forthcoming.
When overtime work is necessary,
scheduling should be arranged so
that client personnel do not have to
work late also. If this is not possible,
employees should have adequate
warning, at the very least.
When the audit is near completion
the individuals who helped the audit
team the most should be personally
thanked. Warm contacts make the
audit experience more satisfying for
all parties involved and allow infor
mation gathering to be done effi
ciently. While the costs of a poor
client relationship are difficult to
measure, it is certain that time, and
therefore money, are saved by hav
ing full cooperation from the client.

The Client’s Role In Cutting
Costs
Planning: Similar to the auditor’s
position, the client’s initial efforts at
cutting total audit costs should be
aimed at the planning stage. While
upper management may be familiar

with annual audit work, middle man
agers and their departmental per
sonnel may need acquainting or
reacquainting with the audit process
and potential requests. A meeting,
well in advance of actual field work,
The client should be
will ease employee fears and is the
ideal time to distribute the auditors’ encouraged to review the time
budget.
requested schedules.
Planning also involves preparing
other locations for the audit. Plants
may have audit packages to com
plete, even if the site will not be
visited by either external or internal
accountants. Mailing the forms out
early provides personnel with an op policies are formalized and docu
portunity to review the information mented. Reviewing the functioning
requested and clear up any ques of the systems is left for actual field
tions before the time pressure of work.
year-end work.
While an internal audit depart
To save the auditors, particularly ment is not feasible for many busi
ones who have not been assigned to nesses, other companies will find a
the client before, time in locating the cost/benefit analysis supports the
person knowledgeable about partic idea. The drop in the audit fee from
ular transactions, the client might an internal audit department which
provide a guide on whom to ask con cooperates with the accounting firm
cerning each audit area. An at the audit may well be worth the in
organization chart and seating ternal auditors’ salaries.
guide could also prove beneficial.
Inventory observation: Virtually all
Finally, but perhaps most impor companies take inventory at least
tant, the client should be en annually. Why does inventory count
couraged to review the time budget ing and computing take so long?
and learn about specific audit pro
Sometimes the plant is
cedures. Suggestions on time saving unorganized. The client should in
methods may be forthcoming. struct warehouse employees to
Although the majority of audit plan group products together before the
ning is performed by the accounting inventory date and to maintain a
firm, active participation by the systematic approach. In some in
client can smooth the process and stances, inventory instructions are
help cut back expenses.
not reduced to writing, or spelled out
clearly.
While many count teams
Internal controls: The foundation
may
be
veterans
at inventories, there
of the audit is internal control. The
concept is basic to accountants. To will surely be some novices perform
the client however, concerned with ing counts. Issuing clear specific in
daily operations, the idea may not be structions benefits the newer people
so obvious. Good internal control the most, but also helps the longer
and the resulting cuts in audit costs service employees brush up on pro
should be stressed repeatedly, both cedures. Finally, written instructions
verbally and in the management let make comprehension of the entire
ter. The client may balk at the initial scope of the work easier.
To ease the burden of numerous
price of implementing additional
controls. To convince the company year end inventories, the accounting
that the benefits outweigh the costs, firm may wish to observe a goods
expected savings should be outlined, count earlier in the year and roll the
both in terms of the CPA audit fee results forward. This procedure,
and in relation to the client’s whether or not adapted at the main
facility, should also be considered
periodic expenses.
With adequate internal controls, for outside locations.
Facilities: The client may view au
the audited company should have no
trouble producing organized ac ditors as short-term visitors who are
counting records. A chart of ac not always particularly welcome.
counts and details of key accounting Some of the client’s personnel may
policies assure the CPAs that feel that if the CPAs are not comfor
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table in their surroundings, they will
leave quicker. Of course, the necess
ary field work must be complete
before the auditors can depart.
Facilities conducive to efficient work
minimize wasted time and therefore
may cut the audit time and fee.
The auditors should be provided
with their own quiet room close to
the accounting department. Comfor
table desks, chairs and tables will be
needed, and if the audit is of a large
company, file cabinets could even be
utilized. Phone lines are necessary
for calls to and from the accounting
firm’s main office. Calculators and
extra tape would be appreciated.
The client should be sure there are a
sufficient number of electrical out
lets and, if needed, extension cords.
A stock of office supplies will pre
vent the auditors from spending
valuable time scurrying to the
storage cabinet. Finally, the client’s
people should understand the audi
tor’s need for uninterrupted work
periods. Just as the auditors will try
to group questions and inquire of
employees at one session, rather
than several, the client’s people
should respect the auditors’ time.
Keep the auditors up-to-date: The
client can aid the auditors and help
reduce costs by keeping the external
accountants current with company
happenings and unusual transac
tions. In this way, the senior can plan
the audit work more effectively and
problem areas will come to light
before the year end rush.
Forwarding the minutes of the
board of directors’ meetings to the
auditors’ office as the documents are
prepared aids the auditors in staying
abreast of the company’s moves.
The practice allows the auditors time
to ask questions and plan any addi
tional or different audit procedures.
Also, if new systems are to be in
stalled, the accounting firm’s man
agement service department may be
able to assist in the design and im
plementation of the new procedures.
Regardless of whether the client re
quests help from the CPAs in
developing new practices, the audi
tors should emphasize the need to
retain old records.
Several other policies can aid in
the audit process. It is essential to
provide the auditors with copies of
correspondence with the IRS and
regulatory agencies throughout the
year. Constant updating of system
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flowcharts not only assures the
audited firm that procedures are
documented, but prevents the audi
tors from having to do more than
review the documents. The external
accountants are required to contact
banks, legal counsel, and consul
tants in certain audit procedures.
The client should prepare a listing of
all such professionals whose serv
ices were utilized during the period
for use by the auditors. These ac
tions will help keep the client up-todate on company events and aid in
the planning process.
A Complete Workpaper Package:
The CPA should be able to walk into
year end field work, be handed a
workpaper package, and begin to
audit. If the senior has provided the
client’s personnel with formats, and
if deadlines have been established
well in advance of the fiscal year
end, there is usually no excuse for
stalling, incomplete schedules, or
late documents. A finished
workpaper package enables the au
ditors to perform their jobs in a logi
cal sequence and fully complete
each audit area, without leaving
open the possibility of adjustments.
In preparing the schedules to be
used in the audit, the client’s
employees will likely have to access
various and numerous invoices,
price lists, leases, agreements,
check copies, and vouchers. If the
CPAs will also be examining the
same documents, the client should
be asked to hold them until the audit.
The procedure saves refiling and
relocating the records.
The importance of a finished, com
plete workpaper package cannot be
stressed enough. The practice saves
hours of wondering if adjustments
made by the client or auditor have
been accepted and recorded by the
other. Also, reworking audit papers
which had been completed and
approved is prevented.
Relations with the auditors:
Clients tend to tire of the audit pro
cess and the auditors themselves
quickly. However, a cooperative,
field attitude on the client’s as well
as the outside accountants’ part will
help ease the pain and speed the
field work. A client may ask for par
ticular CPAs on the job. Such re
quests should be granted if at all
possible and always encouraged.
Assigning personnel with whom the
client has a good rapport helps

assure friendly relations.
If any personnel problems arise
during the audit, the client should be
encouraged to notify the senior
quickly. Personality conflicts do oc
cur, and rather than upset the
client’s workers, the senior may be
able to switch job assignments so
more compatible people can labor
together.
The client’s employees will rate
high in the auditors’ minds if they
make an effort to learn the visitors’
names and job level. Not only will the
familiarity breed good relations, but
the client’s people will know the ap
propriate individual to present with
questions or information concerning
the audit. By heading straight to the
correct auditor, the client’s and the
auditor’s time is saved.

Summary
There is no doubt that the price of
audits has soared in recent years.
Yet, costs have risen more than need
be. It is time for public accounting
firms to examine expense saving
areas and suggest specific ways the
client can help cut costs.Ω
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Can Accelerated
Depreciation Methods
Compensate For
Inflation In Business
Investment
Decisions?
By M. Frank Barton, Jr., and
Vernon Dewayne Palmer

Inflation and taxes in combination
are probably the two strongest disin
centives to capital formation and
business investment spending.
“Inflation, in conjunction with
the accounting convention of
recording transactions at their
historical values, reduces the
returns generated by invest
ment projects. In addition, the
combined effects of inflation
and personal income tax struc
ture tend to drive up the cost of
obtaining the funds necessary
for a given capital investment
program.’’1
In order to present a comparison
of returns on investments during
periods of inflation we must dis
tinguish between dollar amount
returns and purchasing power
returns, or nominal and real rates of
return. Normal return refers simply
to the number of after-tax dollars
cash flow without regard to purchas
ing power of the different period dol
lars. In the purchasing power con
cept, the aftertax dollar flow is con
verted to represent the real ability to
purchase goods or services for each
period.
16/The Woman CPA, July, 1981

Investment Returns with Zero
Inflation
Consider a business which
purchased an asset for $350,000 and
is expected to yield an annual
before-tax net cash receipts of
$100,000 over its expected life of 7
years with no salvage value. The
assumed income tax rate is 50%.
Straight-line depreciation is used. In
a period of zero inflation the
purchasing power of the after-tax
cash flow would remain constant
over the 7-year life of the investment.
Table 1 indicates the after-tax cash
flow and purchasing power after-tax
cash flow for a period of zero infla
tion. Note that the after-tax cash flow
and the purchasing power after-tax
cash flow are the same.
Note the present value of after-tax
cash flow using various rates of
return on investment. This invest
ment would only be selected if the
ROI desired were no more than
slightly over 10%.

Investment Returns with 5
Percent Inflation Rate
Assume the same investment with
a 5% inflation rate. Net cash receipts
rise from $105,000 after the first year

of inflation to $140,709 after the sev
enth, however, the depreciation
charged against net cash receipts
remained the same. The spread be
tween the two increases each year
as well as the amount paid out in in
come taxes. Table 2 indicates the
after-tax cash flow and the purchas
ing power of the after-tax cash flow
under a 5% inflation rate. Income
taxes increase each year and the
purchasing power of the after-tax
cash flow becomes smaller each
year.
In the first year the purchasing
power of the after-tax cash flow was
about $1,200 less; however by the
7th year the after-tax cash flow was
about $7,200 less during a period of
5 percent inflation than in a period of
zero inflation.
As the inflation rate increases, the
attractiveness of business invest
ments rapidly decreases unless
there are some offsetting conditions
that could be applied. The choice of
an accelerated method of deprecia
tion might be considered. The two
most popular types of accelerated
depreciation methods are the declin
ing balance and the sum of the years
digits. Certain tangible property
qualifies for tax purposes for an ac
celerated basis of depreciation.
Also, certain property qualifies for
an additional depreciation
allowance of 20 percent in the first
year.
Consider an investment of
$350,000 in qualifying tangible prop
erty, expected life of 7 years, no
salvage value using the sum of the
years digits method of depreciation.
The assumed tax rate is 50 percent.
By using an accelerated deprecia
tion method the purchasing power of
the after-tax cash flow would be
much greater in the early years than
in later years. Table 3 indicates the
after-tax cash flow and the purchas
ing power after tax cash flow for
each year of the 7-year life of the
asset. Possibly this could serve to
offset the loss of purchase power by
inflation. A comparison of the data
on Table 1,2 and 3 might be of some
benefit at this time. The ideal, of
course, in figuring returns on invest
ment would be a period of zero infla
tion. The only consideration is the
return on the business investment.
Table 4 indicates the returns on an
investment using the sum of the
years digits depreciation method

TABLE 1

Return on Hypothetical Investment of $350,000
with Zero Inflation
Straight-Line Depreciation Method

End of
Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Net
Cash
Flow

Cash Receipts
Not Taxed
Due to
Depreciation
Charges

Taxes
Paid

After-Tax
Cash Flow

Purchasing
Power of
After-Tax
Cash Flow

$100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000

$50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

$25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
25,000

$ 75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
$525,000

$ 75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
$525,000

Present value of after-tax cash flow with a desired rate of return of:

10%
12%
14%
16%
18%
20%

$365,130
342,285
321,622
302,895
285,862
270,345

TABLE 2

Return on Hypothetical Investment of $350,000
with 5% Inflation
Straight-Line Depreciation Method

End of
Year

Net
Cash
Flow

Cash Receipts
Not Taxed
Due to
Depreciation
Charges

Taxes
Paid

After-Tax
Cash Flow

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

$105,000
110,250
115,763
121,551
127,628
134,009
140,709

$50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

$27,500
30,125
32,882
35,776
38,814
42,005
45,355

$77,500
80,125
82,881
85,775
88,814
92,004
95,354

Purchasing
Power of
After-Tax
Cash Flow

$ 73,811
72,673
71,593
70,567
69,586
68,653
67,768
$494,651
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TABLE 3

Return on Hypothetical Investment of $350,000
Sum of the Years Digits Depreciation

Net
Cash
Flow

Cash Receipts
Not Taxed
Due to
Depreciation
Charges

Taxes
Paid

After-Tax
Cash Flow

Purchasing
Power of
After-Tax
Cash Flow

$105,000
110,250
115,763
121,551
127,628
134,009
140,709

$87,500
75,000
62,500
50,000
37,500
25,000
12,500

$ 8,750
17,625
26,632
35,776
45,064
54,505
64,104

$ 96,250
92,625
89,131
85,775
82,624
79,504
76,605
$602,514

$ 91,668
84,011
76,951
70,565
64,736
59,326
54,443
$501,700

$110,000
121,000
133,100
146,410
161,051
177,148
194,856

$87,500
75,000
62,500
50,000
37,500
25,000
12,500

$11,250
23,000
35,300
48,205
61,776
76,074
91,178

$ 98,750
98,000
97,800
98,205
99,275
101,074
103,678
$696,782

$ 89,774
80,987
73,477
67,074
61,640
57,056
53,208
$483,216

End of
Year
5% Inflation Rate

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
10% Inflation Rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

TABLE 4

Return on Hypothetical Investment of $350,0001
Infla
tion
Rate

Depre
ciation
Method

Net
Cash
Flow

After
Tax
Cash
Flow

Purchasing
Power of
After Tax
Cash Flow

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

0%
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

St. Ln.
S of YD
S of YD
S of YD
S of YD
S of YD
S of YD
S of YD
S of YD

$700,000
728,567
758,296
789,230
821,430
854,919
869,772
926,001
963,667

$525,000
539,285
554,150
569,617
585,716
602,514
619,863
638,002
656,835

$525,000
519,881
515,006
510,358
503,248
501,700
497,670
493,812
490,123

$365,130
373,091
369,702
366,463
361,353
360,395
357,567
354,849
352,241

$342,285
351,752
348,577
345,540
340,934
339,851
347,198
334,648
332,196

$321,622
332,367
329,387
326,236
322,221
321,188
318,696
316,294
313,991

$302,895
314,685
311,885
309,202
305,155
304,169
301,821
299,559
297,384

$285,862
298,529
295,891
293,364
289,560
288,614
286,401
284,264
282,210

$270,345
283,733
381,245
278,853
275,278
274,368
272,276
270,256
268,311

1Seven year life and no salvage value.
2The net cash receipts on a beginning of the year basis of $100,000 rise each year according to the inflation rate selected
resulting in the amount shown in this column. Transactions are assumed to occur on a cash basis.
3Assumed tax rate is 50 percent.
4Each year’s after-tax cash flow has been adjusted for selected inflation rate.
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with zero through 8 percent inflation
rates. The benchmark for com
parison purposes is the zero infla
tion rate using the straight line
depreciation method. The purchas
ing power of the after-tax cash flow
becomes increasingly smaller as the
inflation increases. At this point,
there has been no allowance for
return on investment, only the
purchasing power of the future dol
lar under different rates of inflation
has been measured.
At a desired rate of return of 10
percent, a large portion of the effect
of inflation has been offset by the use
of an accelerated depreciation
method. As the desired rate of return
is increased, we find that at 16 per
cent, the present value of net cash
flow with a 5 percent inflation rate
has exceeded that of the zero infla
tion rate using a straight line
depreciation method.
For business investments that
qualify for the additional 20 percent
first year depreciation allowance or
an investment credit, the present
value of the net cash flow would
match that of an investment during a
period of zero inflation using a
straight-line depreciation method at
lower rates of return on an invest
ment, and in some cases at the very
beginning.

Investment Situations
Suppose the life of an investment
is n0 years with no salvage value, an
inflation rate of f0 is forecast for
each of the ng years, and the cash in
flow before taxes from the invest
ment is constant in terms of deflated
dollars over the ng years. The rate of
return r0 that corresponds to ng and
f0 in a table means that the invest
ment must earn an internal rate of
return of at least r0 in the concep
tually simply case of no inflation and
straight line depreciation in order to
break even in terms of deflated dol

lars when some method of acceler
ated depreciation, and a constant
rate of inflation f0 is considered,
where the same tax rate t is assumed
to be appropriate for both the infla
tion and no inflation cases.
Consider the following example.
An investment opportunity exists
that requires an immediate invest
ment outlay of $70,000. The project
has an expected life of 7 years with
zero residual value. The inflation
rate is projected to be 4.1 percent for
each of the next 7 years, but the in
flated earnings are not expected to
increase the tax rate above the pre
sent 50 percent. The investment will
yield $42,600 before taxes in deflated
dollars annually for the life of the in
vestment. If the sum of the years’
digits depreciation method is to be
used, should the investment be
made?
The project must have an internal
rate of return of at least 12 percent in
the case of zero inflation and
straight line depreciation in order for
the investment to be considered.
After $10,000 is deducted for
depreciation, the investment yields
$16,300 in after-tax deflated dollars
each year. The internal rate of return
is thus 14 percent, which is more
than 12 percent, and the investment
should be retained for further con
sideration. If the inflation rate were
projected to be 6.2 percent, however,
the investment should be rejected,
since an internal rate of at least 18
percent would then be required in
the case of straight line depreciation
and no inflation.

tion rate, and has a reasonable
knowledge of the effect of acceler
ated depreciation methods on the
timing of tax payments, investment
decisions can be insulated against
the adverse effects of inflation in
many cases.Ω

1 John H. Tatom and James E. Turley, “Infla
tion and Taxes: Disincentives for Capital For
mation,” Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
January, 1978, p. 2.

M. Frank Barton, Jr., Ph.D., is assist
ant professor of accountancy at
Memphis State University. He is an
earlier contributor to The Woman
CPA, and has been published in
various other professional journals.

Conclusions
Congress in its wisdom, or by
chance, has provided a means of
compensating for inflation in invest
ment decisions where accelerated
depreciation methods can be used.
When management knows the cost
of capital, the desired rate of return
on investments, the projected infla

Vernon Dewayne Palmer, DS, is a
senior analyst in the information
systems department of the Methodist
Hospital at Memphis, and was for
merly assistant professor of manage
ment at Memphis State University.
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TIME
SAVERS
FROM
MeBEE

Ready to work for you.

without
being
put
on
your
payroll.

Which is your most important asset?
Time? Talent? Training?
Asking that may be a bit like asking
which is the most important leg on a threelegged stool.

Your training permits you to do what
you’re doing. Your talent pretty much
determines how well you’ll do it. Your time
permits you to bring them both together.
But there’s one important difference.

You determine your own training. You
define your own talent. But others can help
add to your time.
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For example, in the day to day strug
gle of managing your time most efficiently,
your McBee Rep can be of help. Your
clients all need your accounting expertise;
but some of them can benefit from book
keeping help, too. That’s why your McBee
Rep is screened, selected and trained to
make life easier for you by making book
keeping easier for your clients.
One of the big time killers in executive
row is usually labeled: “Refusal to dele
gate.” That is, doing too many things that
could better be done by others. In terms of
your professional practice, it could be a

case of doing too much of the detail work
of your clients.

Here’s where your McBee Rep can
be most helpful by putting the appropriate
one-write system into the hands of those
clients you feel need it the most. In the
course of a year, this could mean hours of
your time saved in a client’s office by not
having to get up to your elbows straighten
ing out his books.

With a McBee one-write, you’re in
position to start posting the ledger without
having to backtrack to uncover errors so
inherent in the reposting of numbers. It
simplifies financial statement preparation by
providing entries with the assurance the
subsidiary books are in balance.
Between calls you enjoy the confi
dence of knowing your client’s books are
free of transcription errors ... entry by entry
... day after day. All the while it gives your
client the most efficient—and simplest—
bookkeeping system suitable to his needs.

The nicest part of all is that you do
yourself a favor while doing your client a
real service. So why not work more closely
with your McBee Rep?
It’s your time he or she is anxious
to save.

McBee

(
(

Litton Bookkeeping Systems & Forms
) Have my McBee Rep contact me.
) Let me have a copy of your new 1980 Accountant’s
catalog of McBee one-write systems.

Name

Phone-----------------------------------------

Firm-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- —--------

Address------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ —

City/State/Zip------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

151 Cortlandt St., Belleville, NJ 07109 (201) 759-6500
W-7/81
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Auditor
Responsibility For
Fraud Detection
Dispelling a Myth

By Nancy E. Landahl and L. Lee Schmidt, Jr.

The courts commonly distinguish
between licensing statutes that are
regulatory in character and those
which are enacted merely to raise
revenue. A regulatory statute is one
designed for the protection of the
public against unqualified persons.
The object of such a statute, then, is
to promote the public welfare by per
mitting only persons with the
necessary qualifications to receive
the license.
Over the years, a principle of law
has been fairly well established that
groups licensed for regulatory pur
poses have been allowed to estab
lish their own rules of conduct and
standards of performance that must
be followed in the conduct of the
work for which the license was
granted. While Certified Public Ac
countants perform many varied
types of service to the public, the
only service for which the CPA is
uniquely licensed is the performance
of an audit.
The profession, in section 110.01
of the Statements on Auditing Stand
ards, defined the purpose of an audit
as:
The objective of the ordinary
examination of financial state
ments by the independent audi
tor is the expression of an opin
22/The Woman CPA, July, 1981

ion on the fairness with which
they present financial position
in conformity with generally ac
cepted accounting principles.
The auditor’s report is the
medium through which he ex
presses his opinion or, if cir
cumstances require, disclaims
an opinion.
Since Certified Public Account
ants are licensed through the
auspices of regulatory statutes and
exist for the purpose of promoting
the public welfare, it seems ap
propriate to inquire into the percep
tions of an auditor’s duty as seen by
that public. This paper addresses the
question of what the public expects
from auditors.
Many different groups have at
tempted to speak for the “public”
as the following paragraphs will
suggest.
The opinion handed down in the
1136 Tenants Corporation case had
four points that were made in the
decision that are very important to
practicing CPAs (the decision was
upheld by the New York Supreme
Court):

1. A write-up engagement re
quires certain definitive audit
procedures.

2. Hiring a CPA presumes an
audit.
3. An audit may be adequately
performed without independent
verification.
4. Accountants have a duty to
detect defalcation.
All four of these points in the deci
sion were very disquieting to the pro
fession. The first three points can be,
and are, being adequately dealt with
by authoritative pronouncements
which insure that, when adhered to,
the CPA can effectively limit possi
ble liability through “sound prac
tices.” Points one and two, for in
stance, can be dealt with by having
an adequately constructed engage
ment letter. The Parol Evidence Rule
will not allow oral testimony to con
tradict what is present in a written
contract. Thus, if the engagement
letter says clearly that no audit is in
tended, it would be difficult if not im
possible for the client to say that an
audit was contemplated. Point three
also could be dealt with through the
engagement letter and the new
categories of service — Compilation
and Review — should clearly delin
eate the fact that CPAs can and do
provide different levels of service
that are in the general area of the
attest function. Point four, however,
presents more of a problem since it
addresses a duty of a professional
that is licensed to promote the public
welfare.
In the Equity Funding case, nine
teen or more members of top corpo
rate management perpetrated a
massive fraud. The fraudulent ac
tivities were: 1) creation and infla
tion of assets, 2) borrowing cash
without recording a liability, and 3)
creation of phony insurance
policies. The auditors failed to detect
the fraud. The failure to adhere to
generally accepted auditing stand
ards was held to be gross neg
ligence on the part of the auditors.
Fraud, as defined by the courts, must
usually include a willful intent to
defraud; but in Equity Funding the
courts held that the gross negli
gence of the auditors was equivalent
to fraud. Thus, the auditors were
found guilty of being a party to the is
suance of false financial statements
and were sentenced to jail terms.

In both the Equity Funding and
1136 Tenants’ Corporation cases,
the courts found that the auditors
should have detected the frauds;

however, the Supreme Court
reached an opposite conclusion in
Hochfelder. The fraud was perpe
trated by the president of the First
Securities Company of Chicago. The
president diverted funds for his own
use which customers of the company
had given him. The checks were
made out and addressed to the
president. The president had a “mail
rule” which said that all mail ad
dressed to him was to be opened
only by him. The auditors did not in
vestigate the “mail rule” and they
did not discover the fraud. The fraud
was disclosed by the president in a
suicide note. The defrauded
customers sued the auditors for
negligence under Rule 10b-5. The
court, however, found the auditors
were not guilty under the 10b-5
reasoning that mere negligence
does not constitute fraud on the part
of the auditor. Mere negligence is
the failure to exercise ordinary care
in the performance of a duty, while
gross negligence is the failure to
exercise even slight care.
The Supreme Court, in their ruling
on the Hochfelder case, did not at
tempt to define public policy by
defining or limiting the liability to the
public accountant for failing to
detect fraud. In a footnote to the
opinion, the court did cite the
Ultramares decision but did not use
Ultramares to further explain its
reasoning. In Ultramares, Cardozo
gave this opinion on the auditor’s
liability for negligence:1
If liability for negligence exists,
a thoughtless slip or blunder,
the failure to detect a theft or
forgery beneath the cover of
deceptive entries, may expose
accountants to a liability in an
indeterminate amount for an in
determinate time to an indeter
minate class.
These court cases indicate that
the judiciary is not yet ready to
clearly define how much respon
sibility the auditor should have for
the decision of fraud. The
Hochfelder decision simply stated
that mere negligence on the part of
the auditor is not fraud. The court did
not state whether compliance by au
ditors with the standards of the pro
fession is sufficient to prevent the
auditor from becoming liable for fail
ing to detect fraud.
The informed investor is ap
parently not satisfied with the posi

tion the profession has taken on the
detection of fraud. A 1975 survey2
(taken before SAS 16 was issued)
surveyed corporate financial man
agers, bankers, and financial
analysts. Those surveyed felt that
auditors had a substantially higher
responsibility to detect material
fraud than auditors felt they had.
While auditors felt that their respon
sibility for fraud detection should be
lessened, the informed investors felt
that the responsibility for the detec
tion of fraud should be increased. In
another survey, two-thirds of the
shareholders surveyed felt that the
certified public accountant’s most
important function was to detect sig
nificant fraud. This survey was also
taken before SAS 16 was issued.3
Since these surveys were taken
before the issuance of SAS 16, they
may not reflect the feelings of in
formed investors currently.
In 1974 the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants estab
lished a Commission of Auditor’s
Responsibilities, commonly known
as the Cohen Commission. The for
mation of the Cohen Commission
was an attempt on the part of the In
stitute to respond to criticism about
the auditing profession. The final
report of the Commission was issued
in 1978. The Cohen Commission
concluded that significant percen
tages of financial statement users
consider fraud detection one of the
most important objectives of an
audit. The Commission said that
although in its early years the ac
counting profession had recognized
the importance of detecting fraud,
this recognition had declined in re
cent years. The Cohen Commission
concluded that the audit should pro
vide reasonable assurance that the
financial statements were not
affected by material fraud. The audi
tor has a duty search for fraud and is
expected to detect fraud by the exer
cise of professional skill and care.
In an apparent response to per
ceived public pressure, the following
pronouncement was made a part of
the Statements on Auditing Stand
ards in 1978:
Under generally accepted
auditing standards, the inde
pendent auditor has the
responsibility, within the in
herent limitations of the audit
ing process, to plan his ex
amination to search for errors

The high percentage of
investors who never read the
auditor’s opinion is
disquieting.

or irregularities that would have
a material effect on the finan
cial statements and to exercise
due skill and care in the con
duct of that examination.
The Senate Subcommittee on
Reports, Accounting and Manage
ment, otherwise known as the Met
calf Committee, generally endorses
the recommendations of the Cohen
Commission. Specifically, the Met
calf Committee said:4
The Cohen Commission recom
mended several reforms in the
way auditors for publicly owned
corporations perform their
responsibilities. The recom
mendations were based on a
reaffirmation of the auditor’s
function, which the commission
said is to protect the public’s in
terest against “biases, errors,
and misrepresentations, includ
ing material frauds and illegal
or questionable acts.’’
In a similar but perhaps stronger
statement, the Securities and Ex
change Commission (SEC) has ex
pressed the opinion that auditors
should take more responsibility for
detecting fraud. In 1974, John C.
Burton said:
“Nineteen seventy-four might
be called the year of the audi
tor. The historical position of
the auditor, which seems to be
that fraud is not what the CPA is
responsible for finding has to
be reconsidered. We have seen
too many cases of management
fraud where management has
obscured the reality of the
corporate activity from the
auditor.”5
Former SEC Chairman Harold
Williams, demonstrated agreement
with Burton when he said about the
Cohen Commission:
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“I believe the Commission is
saying that we can’t expect the
auditors to discover every man
agement effort to defraud,
deceive or conceal, but that the
obligation to search is greater
than accountants have
historically admitted and that
the obligation to disclose find
ings is greater than auditors
have anticipated.”6
The SEC thus believes that the
purpose of the independent auditor
is not only to give an opinion on the
fairness of presentation of financial
statements but also to make an effort
to detect fraud. The SEC evidently
believes that fraud detection is an
objective which the profession
should espouse in order to serve the
public interest.
The courts, the AICPA, the SEC,
and other advisory type groups are
imputing or recommending respon
sibilities on the auditor for detecting
fraud based upon their perception of
what the public expects an audit to
be. Since the expectations of the
public are such a driving force, an
effort was made to determine, at
least in one locale, what these
expectations are.
The technique which was used
was somewhat unique for a survey of
this type. Rather than a mail ques
tionnaire, a telephone survey was
undertaken. A significant cloud of
doubt is frequently cast over mail
surveys by persons who speculate
about the motives of those polled
who return the questionnaires.
Typically, mail surveys have a low
response rate which requires a large
sample in order to obtain sufficient
usable replies. In the present survey,
a 100 percent response rate was
achieved because of using the
telephone; therefore the question of
the respondent’s motivation should
not arise.

The Survey
The objective of the survey was to
determine what four different groups
of people surveyed perceived to be
the primary purpose of the independ
ent auditor. The groups chosen
were: financial analysts, account
ants who were not CPAs, managers
and the general public. The popula
tion was the metropolitan Denver
area. This area was chosen because
about half the population of the state
of Colorado resides in Denver. It was
felt that the views of the people of the
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Denver area would probably reflect
the views of Coloradoans as a
whole, though not necessarily the
views of the people of the United
States. The results of the 1970 cen
sus were used to determine the size
of the population and of the groups
within the population. While the
population of Denver has increased
in size since 1970, the census figures
were the best available and were
therefore used to compute the sam
ple size. A statistician was consulted
to assure that the survey would be as
unbiased as possible and to help es
tablish the sample size and evaluate
the results of the survey.
Telephone calls were made until
the predetermined number of people
within each group had been sur
veyed. Some bias may exist in the
survey in that not all the residents of
Denver have telephones. The effect
of this type of bias on the survey is
probably minor. The response rate
on the survey was 100 percent since
calls were continued until the pre
determined sample size was
reached.
The questionnaire was designed
to be brief and unbiased. Brevity was
necessary because people con
tacted by telephone often do not
wish to respond to a long survey.
The questions were designed to give
some background of those surveyed
as well as to determine the amount
of exposure they had to auditing.
The primary objective of the survey
was to determine what the four
groups surveyed perceive to be the
primary purpose of the independent
auditor.
The results of the survey were
evaluated by using the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences com
puter program. Cross tabulations
were performed on the data, as well
as the Chi Square test. Those results
which had a level of significance of
less than .10 were considered
statistically significant and therefore
acceptable.

The Questionnaire
1. Which of the following most
clearly defines your occupation?
a. financial analyst
b. manager
c. non-CPA accountant
d. non-accountant
2. Which of the following most

clearly reflects your level of
education?
a. less than high school
b. high school
c. some college
d. undergraduate degree
e. graduate degree

3. Do you own stocks in any com
panies which are audited by inde
pendent auditors?
4. If the answer to 3 was yes, do you
generally examine the informa
tion contained in the financial
statements, including the audi
tor’s opinion?

5. Have you ever worked for a com
pany which was audited by an in
dependent auditor?
6. In your understanding, which of
the following most clearly de
scribes the primary purpose of the
independent auditor?
a. to detect fraud or theft by
employees and/or manage
ment
b. to give an opinion on whether
or not the financial statements
as a whole are fairly presented
c. to check to see if every trans
action a business had during a
year is recorded properly
d. other — explain
7. Of the four statements in the pre
vious question, which do you feel
should be the primary purpose of
the independent auditor?
In Table I, the results of the survey
are broken down by perception of
the independent auditor’s primary
purpose and occupation of those
who responded.
The first thing noted from the
results of the survey is that a rela
tively small percentage of all the
groups perceive the primary pur
pose of the independent auditor to
be fraud detection. This is in sharp
contrast to what is generally
believed to be the perception of the
public. Secondly, the table shows
that those surveyed who have had
more exposure to auditing because
of the nature of their occupation
have (as would be expected) a better
idea of the auditor’s primary purpose
than those with little exposure.
Thirdly, for the general public, a high
percentage of respondents perceive
the independent auditor’s primary
purpose to be check all transactions.
The second highest percentage
category were those who perceive

the purpose of an audit to be the fair
presentation of financial statements.
These percentages indicate that,
though a significant percentage of
the general public understand what
an auditor does, there is still an ob
vious lack of communication of the
objective of an audit to the general
public.
In order for the accounting profes
sion to serve the public interest, it is
necessary that the accountant’s end
product, the financial statement, be
useful to the public. Some interest
ing statistics were obtained in this
survey about stockholders and the
audited financial statements which
some companies issue (see ques
tions 3 & 4 of the questionnaire). Of
the persons surveyed, 35.3 percent
owned stock in companies which
issue audited financial statements.
Of these stockholders only 36.6 per
cent often read the financial state
ments, including the auditor’s opin
ion. Those stockholders who some
times read the financial statements
and the auditor’s opinion were 14.6
percent of those stockholders sur
veyed. The stockholders who did not
read the financial statements con
stituted 48.8 percent of those sur
veyed. This high percentage of peo
ple who seldom or never read the fi
nancial statements and the auditor’s
opinion is disquieting.
The survey also questioned re
spondents about their perception of
what should be the primary purpose
of the independent auditor. These
results are presented in Table II.
The answers in the other column in
cluded “don’t know” and “give ad
vice” but were too varied to classify
further.
Of those in the first and third
groups listed, a majority felt that the
auditor’s primary purpose should be
to give an opinion on the fairness of
financial statement presentation.
Those in the general public and non
stockholder groups expressed more
fragmented views on what should be
the primary purpose of an audit. For
all groups, detecting fraud was rated
lowest as the primary purpose of an
audit.
The results of a cross-tabulation of
the level of education of the person
surveyed with their perception of the
primary purpose of the independent
auditor are presented in Table III. In
the category titled “Other” the
answers include “give advice,”

Occupation
Perception

Detect fraud
Fairly presents
Check every transaction
Don’t know
Give advice
Other

Financial
Analyst

Manager

Non CPA
Accountant

General
Public

%
0
80.0
0
0
0
20.0

%
7.7
53.8
23.1
0
7.7
7.7

%
14.2
64.3
14.3
0
0
7.1

%
17.9
34.5
40.5
6.0
1.2
0

Table I

Perception of What Should Be
the Primary Purpose of the
Independent Auditor
Classification

Financial Analysts,
Accountants & Mgrs.
General Public
Stockholders
Non-stockholders

Detect
Fraud

Fairly
Presents

Check All
Transactions

Other

%

%

%

%

6.3
14.3
7.3
14.7

56.3
26.2
53.7
24.0

21.9
39.3
29.3
39.3

15.6
20.2
9.8
24.0

Table II

Perception

Detect
Fraud

Fairly
Presents

Verify All
Transactions

Other

Total

%

%

%

%

%

38.5
9.4
20.7

7.7
31.3
41.4

38.5
50.0
31.0

15.4
9.4
6.9

11.2
27.6
25.0

6.1

57.6

27.3

9.1

28.4

22.2
15.5

77.8
42.2

—
33.6

—
8.6

7.8
100.0

Education

Less than
high school
High school
Some college
Undergraduate
degree
Graduate
degree
Totals

Table III

“don’t know,” and answers which
did not fit into the other three catego
ries. There seems to be a definite in
crease in the proportion of those
who correctly perceive the auditor’s
primary purpose according to the in

crease in the level of education.
However, there is not a clear
decrease in the proportion of those
who believe auditors detect fraud
according to the increase in the level
of education.
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Conclusions
The first conclusion which may be
drawn is that more research on the
perceptions and desires of the users
of financial statements is needed. If
financial statement users do not find
the information contained in the fi
nancial statements understandable
and useful, the auditing profession is
failing to properly serve the public
interest. If Congress and the SEC are
overemphasizing the need for
greater efforts to detect fraud, the
desires of the financial statement
users are being misinterpreted. The
goal of the profession should be to
satisfy the desires of financial state
ment users, not the desires of
governmental bodies. The auditing
profession should also be con
cerned that the financial statement
users understand the objective of an
audit. An understanding of the infor
mation contained in the financial
statements must be accompanied by
an understanding of the auditor’s
report. The possibilities discussed
above indicate a need for more
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research in this area on a nation
wide scale.
Secondly, this study focused on
the perception of the primary pur
pose of an audit. Further work
should be done to determine a rank
ordering of various sub-purposes of
an audit including the types of fraud
that are of most importance to state
ment users.
Thirdly, the profession should at
tempt to enlighten the public about
the objectives of the independent au
ditor and the meaning of the infor
mation contained in the financial
statements. There are several possi
ble solutions for this problem. One is
an educational program conducted
by the profession. Such a campaign
could be conducted in the schools or
in the media or both. Another
possibility is to have all audited fi
nancial statements contain a state
ment like the following: “For assist
ance in interpreting these state
ments, take them to a qualified pro
fessional.” A third possibility is to
expressly state in the auditor’s
report that the opinion is based upon
the results of testing and sampling.
Solutions like those above could
help to clarify the meaning of the in
formation in the financial statements
for the public.
Finally, the profession should es
tablish well-defined standards on
the auditor’s responsibility for the
detection of fraud. Auditors need a
standard against which their per
formance can be measured to deter
mine the degree of negligence, if
any, which exists when the auditor
fails to detect material fraud. If the
profession does not set standards in
this area, the courts will set stand
ards for the profession on a case by
case basis.Ω
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IF YOU NEED $5,000...20,000 EVEN UP TO 500,000 TO
START A NEW BUSINESS OR TO EXPAND AN EXISTING
FIRM—THEN READ WHY YOU TOO WILL CALL THIS
INCREDIBLE MONEY RAISING MANUAL

“THE SMALL BUSINESS BORROWER’S BIBLE”
Practically prepares the loan application for you line-by-line...the “proper” way.
All properly prepared applications are processed faster...no red tape!
Guaranteed Loans...Direct Loans...and Immediate Loans are available now!
Most men and women seriously interested In starting their own business are eligible to apply — Including those who already own a business and
need capital fast for expansion...or to stay afloat...even if they’ve been flatly refused by banks and turned down elsewhere! Yet, too, many never
qualify, simply because they do not know how to “properly” prepare the loan application...
In order to help those people
applying for these guaranteed and
direct loans fill out their loan
applications the "right way," ICC
Business Research, through its
diligent compilation and research
efforts, has successfully assem
bled and published a compre
hensive. easy-to-follow seminar
manual: The Money Raiser's
Guaranteed and Direct Loans
Manual, that will quickly show you
practically everything you'll need
to know to prepare a loan applica

tion to get federally Guaranteed
and Direct Loans.
Here are just some of the many
important benefits the Money
Raiser's Guaranteed and Direct
Loans Manual provides you with:
• a completely tilled in sample set
of actual SBA loan application
forms, all properly filled in for
you to easily follow—aids you in
quickly preparing your own
loan application the right way.
Each line on the sample appli
cation forms is explained and
illustrated in easy-to-under
stand language.
• fast application preparation
procedures for getting loans for
both new start up business
ventures and established firms.
• advises you on how to properly
answer key questions neces
sary for loan approval and in
order to help avoid having your
application turned down—gives
you advice on what you should
not do under any circumstances.
• what simple steps you take to
guarantee eligibility—no matter
if you do not presently qualify.
• where you can file your appli
cation for fastest processing.

At this point the most important
question you want answered is:
Just where is all this loan money
coming from? Incredible as it may
sound—these Guaranteed Loans,
...Direct Loans...and Immediate
Loans are indeed available right
now — from the best, and yet, the
most overlooked and frequently
the most ignored and sometimes
outright ridiculed. "made-fun-of"
source of ready money, fast
capital, in America — THE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Of course, there are those who
upon hearing the words "UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT" will
instantly freeze up and frown and
say:
".. only minorities can get small
business loan money from the
government!"
Yet. on the other hand (and
most puzzling) others will rant on
and on and on that:
"... don't even try. its just
impossible — all those Business
Leans Programs are strictly for
the Chryslers, the Lockheeds, the
big corporations...not for the little
guy or small companies," etc

Still there are those who
declare:
" ...I need money right now...and
small business government loans
take too darn long. It's impossible
to qualify. No one ever gets one of
those loans."
Or you may hear these
comments:
"...My accountant's junior
assistant says he thinks it might be
a waste of my time!" "Heck, there's
too much worriesome paperwork
and red tape to wade through!"
Frankly — such rantings and
ravings are just a lot of ‘‘bull''
without any real basis — and only
serve to clearly show that lack of
knowledge...misinformation...and
and not quite fully understanding
the UNITED STATES GOVERN
MENT'S Small Business Adminis
tration's (SBA) Programs have
unfortunately caused a lot of
people to ignore what is without a
doubt — not only the most
important and generous source of
financing for new business start
ups and existing business
expansions in this country — but
of the entire world!
Now that you've heard the "bull”
about the United States Govern
ment's SBA Loan Program — take
a few more moments and read the
following facts:
• Only 9.6% of approved loans
were actually made to minorities
last year
• What SBA recognizes as a
“small business" actually
applies to 97% of all the
companies in the nation
• Red tape comes about only
when the loan application is
sent back due to applicant not
providing the requested infor
mation...or providing the wrong
information
• The SBA is required by
Congress to provide a minimum
dollar amount in business loans
each fiscal year in order to law
fully comply with strict quotas.
(Almost 5 billion this year)

Yet, despite the millions who
miss out — there are still literally
thousands of ambitious men and
women nationwide who are pro
perly applying — being approved
— and obtaining sufficient funds
to either start a new business, a
franchise, or buy out or expand an
existing one. Mostly, they are all
just typical Americans with no
fancy titles. Who used essentially
the same effective know-how to
fill out their applications that you'll
find in the Money Raiser's Guar
anteed and Direct Loans Manual
Manual
So don't you dare be shy about
applying for and accepting these
guaranteed and direct government
loans Curiously enough, the
government is actually very much

GUARANTEE #2

GUARANTEE #1

Simply — look over this most
effective money raising loan
preparation assistance manual
for 15 days — and. then, if you
are not convinced that it can
actually help you obtain the
Business Loan you need right
away — just return it for a full
and prompt refund.

Even after 15 days — here's
how you are still strongly
protected — if you decide to
keep the manual — and you
apply for an SBA Loan anytime
within 1 year ...your loan must
be approved and you must
actually receive the funds or
your money will be refunded in
full

interested in helping you start a
business that will make a lot of
money. It's to their advantage —
the more money you make the
more they stand to collect in taxes.
In fiscal 1981, our nation's good old
generous "uncle'' will either lend
directly or guarantee billions of
dollars in loan requests, along with
technical assistance and even
sales procurement assistance.
Remember. If you don't apply for
these available SBA funds

YOU GET NOT 1 BUT 2

somebody else certainly will.
Don't lose out — now is the best

time to place your order for this
comprehensive manual. It is not
sold in stores. Available only by
mail through this ad, directly from
ICC Business Research, the ex
clusive publisher, at just a small

fraction of what it would cost for
the services of a private loan
advisor or to attend a seminar.
For example:

Initially, this amazing Guaran
teed and Direct Loans Manual was
specially designed to be the basis
of a Small Business Loan Seminar
— where each registrant would
pay an admission fee of $450. But
our company felt that since the
manual's quality instructions were
so exceptionally crystal-clear that
anyone who could read, could
successfully use its techniques

without having to attend a seminar
cr pay for costly private loan
advisory assistance services.
Therefore, for those purchasing
the manual by mail, no 3 day class,
no course and accommodations
are required. And rather than $450
we could slash the price all the
way down to just a mere $35 — a
small portion of a typical seminar
attendance fee — providing you
promptly fill in and mail coupon
below with fee while this special
"seminar-in-print" manual offer is
still available by mail at this rela
tively low price!
Remember, this most unique
manual quickly provides you with
actual sample copies of SBA Loan
application and all other required
forms—already properly filled in
for you to easily use as reliably
accurate step-by-step guides—
thus offering you complete
assurance that your application
will be properly prepared and
thereby immediately putting you
on the right road to obtaining fast.
no red-tape loan approval

THE EASY NO-NONSENSE WAY TO RAISE CAPITAL FAST!

STRONG BINDING
GUARANTEES!

YOUR LOAN MUST
ACTUALLY BE
APPROVED OR YOUR
MONEY BACK
Of course, no one can guaran
tee that every request will be
approved — but clearly we are
firmly convinced that any sound
business request properly pre
pared — showing a reasonable
chance of repayment and submit
ted to SBA — will be approved.
Only because we are so confident
that this is a fact do we date make
such a strong binding seldomheard-of Double Guarantee. No
stronger guarantee possible! It
actually pays for you to order a
copy of this remarkable manual —
100% tax deductible as a business
expense ...Don't delay—send for
yours right now!

NO RISK LOAN OPPORTUNITY FORM
Detach and rush for
COMPLETE PREPARATION
ASSISTANCE FOR LOAN APPROVAL
Please rush me______ copies of
the “Money Raiser’s Guaranteed
and Direct Loans Manual," each
at a $35 fee plus $2.50 handling
and shipping under your 2 strong
binding Guarantees.
Enclosed is full payment
□ Check □ Money Order
□ C O D $5 Deposit required
Send payment with order Save COD
Fee
Name --------------------------.----------------------------------- _
Please Print Clearly
Address__________________________________

City

---------------------------

State

Zip__________

My telephone is:______________________
in case we have a Question about vy
our order

MAIL TO: ICC Business Research
307 Forest Hill Avenue
Winston-Salem N C 27105

With this issue The Woman CPA is
pleased to introduce Tonya K.
Flesher, CPA, Ph.D., as Editor of the
Education Department. Dr. Flesher is
assistant professor in the School of
Accountancy at the University of
Mississippi and has authored three
books and numerous articles for pro
fessional journals.
A grand experiment is currently
underway in the world of accounting
education. Several universities have
established professional schools of
accountancy. This has come about
because both practitioners and
educators have joined together to
upgrade the education of account
ants. The union of practitioners and
educators has led to an evolution in
accounting education.
The issue of professionalization of
accounting education has been
widely discussed by committees of
various accounting organizations
for nearly a decade. In 1976, the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) went
on record that it recognized the con
cerns of the accounting profession
(the AACSB is the accrediting agen
cy that accredits business schools).
It was not until the spring of 1980,
however, that the AACSB finally
agreed to accredit professional ac
counting programs. In the meantime,
several universities were already es
tablishing autonomous, free-stand
ing professional accounting pro
grams. Of course, some of the new
schools of accountancy were in
reality nothing more than name
changes — the old department of ac
counting within the school of busi
ness became the new school of ac
counting, but still within the school
of business. Some of the new
schools of accountancy, however,
are indeed different. At least a half
dozen major universities now have
independent schools of accountan
cy. The remainder of this article tells
the story of one such program, the
program that the Chronicle of Higher
Education called the most independ
ent in the nation. This program is
housed in the School of Accountan
cy at the University of Mississippi.
Consideration of a separate
school of accountancy at the Univer
sity of Mississippi had its inception
when, in June, 1974, the faculty of
the department of accountancy
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The School Of
Accountancy
Movement:
An Experiment In Education
By Dale L. Flesher, Tonya K.
Flesher, and Edward E. Milam

adopted a resolution of concurrence
with the announced policy of the
American Institute of CPAs to en
dorse and encourage the establish
ment of schools of accountancy.
From 1974 until 1978, the concept
was continuously studied by the
department, the school of business
administration, the University’s
Bureau of Institutional Research,
and other groups on campus.
Groups of professional account
ants, including the Chairman of the
Mississippi State Board of Public
Accountancy and the President of
the Mississippi State Society of
CPAs, met with members of the
University administration to endorse
the concept. The University adminis
tration received letters from pro
fessional accountants, from
distinguished alumni, and from
prestigious accounting firms
throughout the nation lending sup
port to the new idea. In addition, the
members of the Professional Ac
counting Advisory Council for the
Department of Accountancy adopted
a resolution asking that the Univer
sity establish a School of Accoun
tancy.
With the growing support for the
concept, and with the extraordinary
growth in the number of accountan
cy majors, in November, 1977, the
Chancellor directed the appointment

of a University-wide committee to
carefully consider the feasibility of a
School of Accountancy. After
thorough study, the committee sub
mitted a report strongly urging the
establishment of a separate School
of Accountancy. This action led the
Chancellor to endorse the establish
ment of a School of Accountancy.
Because of the support given by the
administration, the Board of
Trustees of Institutions of Higher
Learning of the State of Mississippi
approved on June 15, 1978, the es
tablishment of a separate School of
Accountancy. The School com
menced operations on July 1, 1979.

Objectives of the Separate
School
Previously, students graduating
from a four-year program in ac
counting received education based
primarily upon a fairly general set of
business administration require
ments. The curriculum contained
very few courses specifically related
to the unique mission of account
ancy in the business world. Conse
quently, specialized knowledge of
accounting had to come either after
the student had taken a job or within
a graduate program in business ad
ministration. Practitioners had come
to recognize the imbalance that ex
isted between the formal education
of entrants into the field and the

knowledge required to perform the
work of a professional accountant at
the entry level. Because most busi
ness programs usually emphasize
management-related training, there
was little room for addressing the
rapid growth in the body of account
ing knowledge. This situation was
recognized by the American Institute
of CPAs in its endorsement of fiveyear programs of accountancy.
The objectives of the separate
School at Ole Miss, therefore, in
clude effectively preparing students
for entrance into a profession
which, like law and medicine, has
stringent criteria for entrance into
the profession. The School can
direct its students and supervise
their professional development from
the beginning of their university
careers.
Another objective of the School is
to maintain a close working relation
ship with practitioners. This close
relationship will enable the School
to serve the needs of the accounting
profession with continuing educa
tion programs and more usable
research.

Changes in Organization
The old Department of Accountan
cy was a unit of the School of Busi
ness Administration. As approved by
the Board of Trustees, the School of
Accountancy became a separate
budgetary and administrative unit on
a level equal to that of the Schools of
Business Administration, Law,
Medicine, and other disciplines. The
School is administered by a director
whose position is synonymous with
Deans of the other schools at the
University. On the University’s
organization chart, the Director has
the same role, responsibility, and
authority with respect to the School
of Accountancy as deans have with
their schools. Thus, the Director is
primarily responsible for hiring, pro
moting, and retaining faculty, for
curriculum revisions and develop
ment, for admission and retention of
students, and for budgetary matters
of the School of Accountancy. In ad
dition, all student record keeping
and other clerical duties are ad
ministered within the School of
Accountancy.
Additionally, the School is
assisted by members of the Profes
sional Accounting Advisory Council.
This council, which meets on a regu
lar basis, consists of professional

accountants from both industry and
public accounting. The council
serves as a bridge between the
University and the profession.
Through this council, the School of
Accountancy will remain in touch
with and receptive to the changing
needs of the profession.

Admission Requirements

the professional responsibilities of
the accountant. This last course is
taught by the personnel of various
CPA firms in the area.
In addition to the courses taught
by the School of Accountancy
faculty, the School of Law agreed to
have nine law courses cross-listed in
order to make them available to fifth
year accountancy students (these
are primarily taxation courses).

Candidates entering the School of
Accountancy do so at the start of
their junior year. Basic requirements Summary and Conclusions
have been established by the faculty
Accounting education is changing
of the School of Accountancy. In ad in that many universities are profes
dition to the general University ad sionalizing their programs. A few
mission requirements, a grade point universities have already estab
average of at least 2.5 (on a 4.0 lished autonomous schools of ac
scale) is required. Completion of the countancy and the trend is toward
minimum requirements will not in many more such programs. The
sure admission to the professional School of Accountancy at the
program. Upon petition for admis University of Mississippi, although
sion, the candidates’ applications now typical of many similar pro
are reviewed by an admission com grams, was one of the pioneers in
mittee comprised of faculty members the school of accountancy move
of the School of Accountancy. The ment. The faculty and administration
committee considers, in addition to at Ole Miss are confident that the
the above mentioned requirements, new program will result in better pro
other intangibles such as current fessional accountants. The account
performance within the University ing profession apparently shares
and work loads of the prospective this confidence as several large CPA
candidates. Students entering the firms have agreed to financially sup
fifth year must meet additional re port the development of the new pro
quirements. Admission to this pro gram. The CPA firms look upon the
gram is based on the applicant’s un new program as an investment in
dergraduate record and the score their own future.
made on the Graduate Management
Things are indeed changing in
Admission Test. A bachelors degree accounting education. With the im
is awarded after the fourth year. A petus of professional schools, ac
Master of Accountancy degree is countants can more easily achieve
awarded after the fifth year.
the prestige of the other professions
of law and medicine.Ω
Curriculum
The curriculum of the Department
of Accountancy provided an ex
cellent basis for entrance into the
profession of accountancy.
However, the faculty has been devot Dale L. Flesher, CPA, Ph.D., is asso
ing many hours to improving the ciate professor in the School of Ac
existing curriculum. Based upon countancy at the University of
recommendations of the AICPA and Mississippi. Dr. Flesher is the author
the School’s Professional Account of five books and over eighty articles
ing Advisory Council, courses have in professional journals.
been added in ethics, communica
tions, quantitative tools, and the ac Edward E. Milam, CPA, Ph.D., is
counting profession and environ director of the School of Accountan
ment. Previously, only two auditing cy at the University of Mississippi. He
courses were offered. Because both is secretary of the American Taxa
the faculty and the Professional Ac tion Association and has been
counting Advisory Council believed published in various professional
that the offerings were inadequate, journals.
an expanded program in the audit
ing area was instituted. The new cur
riculum includes four auditing
courses, of which two are required,
and a capstone course dealing with
The Woman CPA, July, 1981/31

Books
A New Approach to Capital
Budgeting for City and County
Governments, Richard F. Wacht;
Georgia State University, Business
Publishing Division, Atlanta,
Georgia, 1980; 170 pages, $29.00
(paperback).
Unfortunately this “new ap
proach” to capital budgeting pro
vides no true novelty regarding
either evaluation of capital expend
iture projects or budgetary control of
them. The essence of the approach
put forth in this book is the use of the
present value technique for evalua
tion of projects involving capital ex
penditures. The only budgetary con
trol technique proposed by the
author is the monitoring of variances
from projected cash flows.
A standard technique for deter
mining the desirability of a govern
mental project is the examination of
the present value of future benefits in
relation to the present value of future
costs (cost-benefit analysis).
However the author states that cost
benefit analysis is beyond the scope
of this book and says that it is
assumed that the desirability of a
project has already been evaluated.
He proposed to apply a criterion of
financial feasibility. Under this cri
terion the financial viability of a
project is defined to be non
negativity of the present value of all
cash flows associated with the
project. Given this criterion, various
financing alternatives can be ex
amined, such as earmarking taxes,
soliciting private contributions, or
issuing revenue bonds and the re
quired amount of financing can be
determined to assure the financial
viability of the project.
Doubtless financial viability is a
concern of every municipality under
taking long-term projects, and unfor
tunately it appears that frequently
projects are not properly scrutinized
as to their financial feasibility.
However, it is questionable whether
the criterion proposed here, which
looks at the present value of the
cash flows as the criterion of finan
cial feasibility, is truly helpful. To ob
tain the present value of cash flows
an interest rate must be used to dis
count the cash flows. Which interest
rate should be used? The author
chooses the return on the city’s in
vestment of surplus funds, arguing
32/The Woman CPA, July, 1981
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Editor:
Imogene A. Posey, CPA, CMA
The University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

that net cash deficits on a project
can be viewed as drawing down
surplus funds and net cash
surpluses from a project can be
viewed as being held in the fund. A
footnote dismisses the need to in
troduce “burdensome complexities”
such as the effects of inflation on the
interest rate used. However, given
current fluctuations in interest rates
in the government bonds market, it
could make a great deal of
difference to the financial viability of
a project exactly when the deficits
are expected. There is no one con
stant rate of interest during the life of
a project. It is far more intelligent,
then, to look at the time pattern of
projected cash flows rather than to
bury that time pattern in a present
value calculation.
A computer program is supplied
which calculates the present value
of cash flows under various assump
tions. It is curious that FORTRAN
was chosen as the language in
which this program was written.
BASIC would make it more widely
usable, especially on small
machines. It would also have made it
less difficult for users to adapt the
program to their computers. The pro
gram is written to be run in interac
tive mode, and FORTRAN, a batchoriented language, is adapted to be
interactive in various ways by the
different computer manufacturers.
BASIC is an interactive language.
Consequently, a program written in
BASIC would have been easier to
adapt to various machines. However,
since the usefulness of the discount
ing exercise is questionable, the
adaptability of the program is really
irrelevant.

In short, those looking for a rele
vant guide to programs of govern
mental program evaluation and
budgetary control should look
elsewhere.
Stanley E. Warner, Jr. Old Dominion
University

Women’s Networks, Carol Klei
man, Lippincott and Crowell
Publishers, New York, New York,
1980, Paperback $5.95.
One positive course of action
available to women in their struggle
to achieve professional, political and
social recognition in our society is
the establishment of a system of sup
port. Ms. Kleiman theorizes that in
dividuals with a common interest
who commingle their resources and
exchange vital information can
effect significant changes within
their professions and communities.
To support her theory and document
the effectiveness of networks, the
author explains the fundamental
need for, and the benefits derived
from such systems and also provides
a comprehensive directory of more
than 1,400 active networks within the
United States.
Networking seems to fill a void in
the educational background of
women in the area of group partici
pation and cooperation. Until re
cently, young girls were encouraged
to learn sports and hobbies of an in
dividual or solitary nature, such as
swimming and sewing. However,
young boys have always partici
pated in the popular team sports of
baseball and football, thus learning
the valuable skills necessary to func

tion effectively within an organiza
tion consisting of persons of varied
abilities and personalities. As a
result, men seem to have a head
start in two important areas: learn
ing the art of team work as a means
to a common goal, and developing
desirable leadership qualities.
Woman, on the other hand, may view
a request for technical, social or
career assistance as a sign of weak
ness in their own abilities rather than
a necessary and practical method of
problem-solving. By its very nature,
networking promotes communica

tion and co-operation among group
members. Networking provides the
opportunity to learn and polish skills
crucial to success within the profes
sions and communities.
Benefits derived from the forma
tion and operation of the businessoriented networks include the ex
change of relevant career informa
tion, the development of a sense of
professionalism, and the availability
and support of group members for
problem solving. Of course, net
works encompass other areas such
as labor, art, health, politics, religion

and social reform. No matter what its
purpose, the network offers its mem
bers emotional, educational and
sometimes financial support.
Women’s Networks is most
beneficial as a reference book of
organizations dedicated to the ad
vance of women and women’s
issues.
Diane Pekar, CPA, Reprinted from
the newsletter of the Chicago
Society of Women CPA’s.

The best man
for the job
maybe
a woman

ROBERT HALF
accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
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